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Abstract
Since Satoshi Nakamoto launched bitcoin in 2009,
there have been many improvements in bitcoin addresses
required to fulfill newer requirements. These improvements
have made the learning curve steeper for a regular user.
Since 2015, many advanced features such as Segregated
Witness, TapRoot, "Payment Protocols" and many others
were introduced into bitcoin. Even advanced bitcoin users
find these features hard to comprehend. This paper
describes how scaling, migration, and payment protocol
are indirectly related to bitcoin addressing. The foundation
of many new features in bitcoin lies significantly in its
addressing. From bitcoin addressing, transaction scripting
can be modeled first. Later on, it is followed with specific
features described in each protocol. This paper
summarized the main highlight in many bitcoin standards.
Readers will be able to gain a quick and clear
understanding of advanced bitcoin features.
Keywords: bitcoin address scaling, bitcoin address
migration

1. Introduction
In a bitcoin transaction, there are input and output. Input
can be a coin generation transaction or a spent transaction.
The first miner that computed the nonce that satisfied the
current difficulty level (Proof of Work) is the winning
miner. The winning miner has the right to produce one
bitcoin block and create a coin generation transaction. As of
June 2020, a coin generation transaction creates 6.25 bitcoin
as a mining reward and is sent to the miner's bitcoin address.
A spent transaction is a transaction where bitcoin users
spent the fund in an address belonging to them. Thus, users'
public keys and signatures are required before spending is
authorized. The output transaction specified the receiver in
the form of a script such as P2PK (Pay To Public Key),
P2PKH (Pay To Public Key Hash), P2SH (Pay To Script
Hash)[1], P2WPKH (Pay To Witness Public Key Hash),
and P2WSH (Pay To Witness Script Hash). For each
transaction, the total input amount must match the total
output amount. In a bitcoin transaction, every input is fully
spent even though the user spent a fraction of his/her fund.
The user fund's balance is sent to a change output address,
which can be the same or different address (preferred for

privacy reason). In this way, bitcoin nodes do not need to
keep track of the full transaction records after
verification. It only needs to keep track of all unspent output
for transaction operation.
The foundation of many bitcoin features lies
significantly in how bitcoin addressing is designed. Thus,
the fundamental aspect of bitcoin addressing should be
clearly explained thoroughly. Due to bitcoin's rapid
development, few academic resources explain how bitcoin
addresses evolution. Users are left with documentation on
the bitcoin wiki page [2] to learn more about bitcoin address
evolution. Many fragmented articles focus on specific
bitcoin addressing topics. However, they do not solely focus
on bitcoin address evolution. In one of our previous paper
[3], we have described bitcoin addresses in great detail. That
paper covered the aspect of bitcoin public key, private keys,
wallets, multi-signatures, scripting, segregated witness, and
bitcoin fork.
The growing requirements in bitcoin, new bitcoin
features becoming increasingly difficult to comprehend for
regular readers. It also becomes less clear as to how some
bitcoin features are related to its addressing. This paper
describes some of the advance addressing features used in
bitcoin and how it affects bitcoin operation. The rest of this
paper is organized in this manner. Section II describe some
method used to improve the bitcoin scalability such as
Schnorr Signature, MAST (Merkelized Abstract Syntax
Tree) and TapRoot. Section III describes the need for Proof
of reserves. In Section IV, some migration issue related to
Segregated Witness and Taproot is discussed. Payment
Protocol is described in Section V. Finally, the paper
concluded in Section VI. In this paper, many references
were taken from the bitcoin improvement protocol (BIP)[1].
For simplicity of reference, BIP70 will refer to BitCoin
Improvement Protocol 70, "Payment Protocol".

2. Scalability Improvement
2.1. Schnorr Signature
A 3-of-5 multi-signature transaction is 381 bytes
consists of three signatures (72 bytes) and five public keys
(33 bytes). The need to include most of the signature and
public keys could potentially discourage multi-signature
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usage in bitcoin. In Schnorr signature [4], all signatures in
M-of-N multi-signature or a CoinJoin [5] transaction can
be aggregated into a single 64 bytes signature (X) 64 and a
single public key (P) shown below.
P = P1 + P2 + … + Pn
X = X1 + X2 + … + Xn

Thus, this reduces the transaction size, verification
time, and privacy. Observers cannot differentiate the
transaction from a single signature transaction. On top of
that, Schnorr's signature is proven to be secured. Multiple
public keys can be aggregated into a single aggregated
public key. The challenge is how to produce an aggregated
signature from multiple signatures without relieving the
actual private key.
In MuSig[4], proposed by Blockstream consists of
three rounds. First, all parties send commitments ti to
prevent them from changing their nonce later on. In the
second round, all parties reveal their nonce Ri to all parties
for verification that ti = H(Ri). In the third round, all parties
calculate the partial signature si
where si = ki +
H(X, R, m)*ai*xi

s = s1 + s2 + … + sn
= (k1 + … + kn) + H(X, R, m)*(a1*x1 + … + an*xn)

= k + H(X, R, m)*x

There are many proposals to shortcut the
communication process in Schnorr's signature signing.
However, Manu et al. [5] have proven that none of the
existing two round M-of-N multi-signature schemes is
secured. Thus, a secure Schnorr signature implementation
requires three rounds of communication. As of January
2021, Schnorr's signature (BIP 340) is still under the draft
stage.

2.2 MAST (Merkelized Abstract Syntax Tree)
In a complex payment [7], Alice wants to spend her
fund anytime with some default conditions. If the fund is
not spent within ten years, she wants her beneficiary, Bob
and Carol, to be able to spend her fund. In standard bitcoin
scripting, whoever spent the fund will have to provide the
full script. Alice will happily spend her fund in most cases,
but the script indirectly disclosed the entire contract. On top
of that, the whole script will have to be stored in the
blockchain, thus wasting block space and transaction fees.

Storing the entire contract can potentially limit the size of
the smart contract deployed.
OP_If
<Alice's pubkey> OP_CheckSig
OP_Else
"10 years" OP_CSV OP_Drop
2
<Bob's
pubkey>
OP_CheckMultiSig

<Carol's

pubkey>

2

OP_EndIf

Table 1: Merkle Abstract Syntax Tree in Table form
Merkle Root (A)

(B)
(C)
<Alice's pubkey> "10 years" OP_CSV OP_Drop
OP_CheckSig
2<Bob's pubkey> <Carol's pubkey>
2 OP_CheckMultiSig
MAST [8] was first described in BIP 114 to solve this
problem. However, the proposal was rejected. From table
1, (A) is the Merkle root formed by hashing script (B) and
script (C) together. In MAST, if Alice spent her fund, she
will provide the script (B), which is computed during run
time. Merkle Root (A) and the hash of script (C) are
included in the blockchain. Blockchain viewers will not
know the detail of (C). If Bob and Carol spent the fund,
they would provide the script (C), which is computed
during run time. Merkle Root (A) and the hash of script (B)
will be included in the blockchain. Blockchain viewers will
not know the detail of (B). MAST enhances the smart
contract transaction privacy and reduces the transaction
size. Thus, a longer smart contract size can be supported.
There are three BIP proposals for MAST, which are
BIP114, BIP116, and BIP117. Currently, MAST is still not
a standard feature in bitcoin. It took two years to get
segregated witness implemented in bitcoin. Thus,
implementing new features in bitcoin is not a
straightforward process.

2.3. TapRoot
In MAST, the selected script for execution is shown in
the blockchain. An example is shown in Table 1. If the
script (C) is executed, the observer knew that the fund was
not spent within ten years and were finally spent by Bob
and Carol. To further enhance privacy and scalability,
TapRoot is proposed in BIP 341 and BIP 342. The first
process is to tweat the keys, as shown below.
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Where P is the public key, m is the committed message.
If the m message is replaced with a Merkle root of MAST,
then the public key P is the commitment to a Merkle root.
The Merkle root, is the summary of all the scripts in the
smart contract. The fund is sent to Pnew. In order to spend
the fund, the user can use either aggregated signature or a
threshold signature. In aggregrated signature, each party
sign their partial signatures and use all the signed partial
signature to construct an aggregated signature. A threshold
signature is a subset of aggregated signatures. In threshold
signatures, such as 2-of-3 multi-signature, when the
number of signing parties reached a threshold, a threshold
signature can be produced. In TapRoot protocol, sending
and spending fund transactions are indistinguishable from
P2PKH or P2SH as they look like single-party transactions.
Transaction indistinguishability improves bitcoin privacy.
Taproot also reduces the number of bytes in a transaction,
thus improve the blockchain scalability. There is some
tradeoff in TapRoot. In a multi-signature environment, the
number of possible combinations in a Merkle tree grows
𝑁
exponentially, for example, 𝑀
𝐶 possible combinations for
M-of-N multi-signature. It is computationally expensive
and may be impossible to build a MAST tree with a large
𝑁
𝑀 𝐶 . In this scenario, it may be better to fall back on the
traditional bitcoin multi-sig transaction, revealing more
private information and taking up more blockchain space.
TapRoot requires three rounds of interactive
communication between parties to construct the aggregated
signature and aggregate public key. In most cases,
communication is difficult when the number of parties
grows.

3. Proof of Reserves
Specific companies such as bitcoin exchange, custodian
services, investment holding, and many others may be
holding bitcoin on behalf of their customers. Each customer
has the right to know whether these companies are still
holding their customer bitcoin. Thus, proof of reserve, as
stated in BIP127, is essential. Usually, a bitcoin exchange
fund is stored in cold storage protected with multi-signature
private keys.
On 24th May 2014, a bitcoin exchange called Bitstamp
performed a transaction to merge all their small input into
a single output of 184,497 bitcoins [9]. This transaction
proved their bitcoin ownership. However, this transaction
is dangerous and tends to attract hackers. According to
BIP127, an exchange can construct a single transaction
consist of all its' Bitcoin UTXOs along with a single invalid
input. Thus, this transaction will be rejected by the network
upon broadcast. However, it can be used as definitive proof
that the exchange is still holding their customer fund. At
the same time, there is no fee involved as the transaction is
rejected by the network. There are still many unresolved
issues, and it is an active area of research. From the
customer's perspective, they prefer proof that the exchange
is solvent and still have their fund. The exchange cannot
reuse one customer's proof for another customer. From the

bitcoin exchange perspective, they must ensure their
customer privacy is preserved.
For the Kraken Bitcoin exchange, the initial proof of
reserve was carried out by Stefan Thomas in 2014 [10].
Only a public statement is published back then. The process
was furthered refined, and the user can verify their proof of
reserve on the Kraken website. The detailed process is
published on the Kraken website [11].

4. Migration issues in segregated Witness and
Taproot
4.1. Lack Of Evidence for Court Prosecution
In a segregated witness BIP141, only the hash of the
signature is stored in the blockchain for each transaction
ID. The signer of this transaction can be requested to
provide the signature in court. However, there is some
problem with a multi-signature transaction. A 2-of-3 multisignature transaction assumes a transaction “ABC” can be
approved by any two of the following personnel: the
finance officer, manager, and CEO. Later on, in a court
proceeding, it was found that this transaction is involved in
criminal activity. There is no direct evidence to pin-point
the responsible parties [12]. The use of a hardware
deterministic wallet may further complicate the
investigation process. The investigation officer may need
to demand the responsible parties to reproduce the
signature.
The responsible parties may or may not have technical
incompetency to retrieve the related private keys that sign
the “ABC” transaction. It may be a tedious process if the
hardware wallet is used repeatability for high volume
transactions. Even if they have the technical competency,
they can deny it.

4.2. Lack of Privacy during Migration
Each of the following transaction scripts, P2PKH,
P2WPKH, P2SH, P2WPSH, and P2TR can be uniquely
identified. Mixing any of these scripts in a single bitcoin
transaction can result in privacy leakage[13]. P2SH was
introduced in 2012, and P2WPKH and P2WSH were
introduced in 2017. Let assume the following example,
assume a user sent his bitcoin from his hardware wallet to
a bitcoin exchange, as shown in Table 2.
A bitcoin exchange wallet will most likely be using a
multi-signature wallet with addresses that start with “3”. A
similar case can also happen when a non-segregated
witness user sent some funds to a segregated witness user.
From these transactions shown in Table 2, an observer can
conclude that addresses start with “1111” belong to the
same person.
Table 2: P2PKH input with P2SH output

User with 10 BTC sent 1 BTC to a bitcoin exchange
Input
Output
P2PKH 10 btc
P2SH 1 btc
Add : 1111aaaa
Add: 3333cccc
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P2PKH (8.99 btc return change)
Add: 1111bbbb
A non-segregated witness User with 10 BTC sent 1
BTC to another segregated user
P2PKH 10 btc
P2WPKH 1 btc
Add : 1111cccc
Add: bc133aaaa
P2PKH (8.99 btc return change)
Add: 1111dddd
Thus, in order to ensure privacy, the input and output
transaction types should be the same. During the process of
migration, all the possible script combinations are shown
in Table 3. Only three combinations are considered
acceptable from a privacy point of view, as Nikita
Zhavoronkov [13]. Thus, in any migration process, there is
a long period of co-existence. Therefore, mix-transactions
will exist for an extended period. Only 27% of the bitcoin
transaction can be traced when P2SH is introduced. When
Segregated Witness is introduced, this figure is increased
to 55% [14]. The introduction of Taproot will increase it
further. Therefore, it can be concluded that the introduction
of Taproot will degrade bitcoin user privacy.

merchant will provide the buyer with a unique bitcoin
address to pay. The buyer uses their bitcoin wallet to pay to
the provided address. Upon transaction confirmation in the
bitcoin p2p network, the merchant will send out the goods
to their customer. BIP70 added five new features into a
regular bitcoin transaction. Instead of asking the customer
to pay to a 34-character bitcoin address, a human-readable
secure payment destination such as “www.store.com” is
given. This payment can serve as a secure proof of
payment, and it is resistant to man-in-the-middle attack
whereupon authorization the merchant’s bitcoin address
cannot be changed. Customers can know immediately
whether the merchant has received the fund. In odd cases
such as overpayment or partial fulfillment, the customer
refund addresses are automatically made available to the
merchant.
BIP71, enable payment protocol message to be sent via
standard email or HTTP protocol. BIP72 enable a user to
click a link in website or email to initiate a bitcoin payment.
An “r” parameter is added to the bitcoin payment message.
Wallet software that supports BIP72, the “r” parameter can
issue a payment message shown below without specifying
the bitcoin address.

Table 3: P2PKH Input Script

bitcoin:
Exchange
P2PKH
P2SH
P2WPKH
P2WSH
P2TR

User P2PKH
Ok
BAD
BAD
BAD
BAD

User P2WPKH
BAD
BAD
Ok
BAD
BAD

User P2TR
BAD
BAD
BAD
BAD
Ok

4.3. Lack of Insentive for Taproot Migration
Table 4: P2PKH Input Script
Output size
(Single signature)
Default (P2PKH)
Wrapped Segwit
(P2SH-P2WPKH)
Native Segwit (P2WPKH)
TapRoot (P2TR)

34
32

Input Size
(Single
Signature)
148
91

31
43

68
58

In Segregated Witness, there is a 50-70% reduction in
transaction fees. Thus users are motivated to migrate. In
Taproot, the saving is minuscule as compared to
Segregated Witness, as shown in Table 4. On top of that, it
took Segregated witness three years to reach a 50%
adoption rate. Thus, migration to Taproot will be a long
process. It will not happen until there are sufficient smart
contract transactions that make full use of taproot features.
All these upgrades degrade the privacy of bitcoin users.

?r=https://seller1.com/pay.php?h%3D2a8628fc2faa

Wallet software that does not support BIP72 will not
be able to decode the above message. Thus, it is
recommended to use a backward compatible message
shown below. Non BIP72 wallet will ignore the “r”
parameter in the given backward compatible message
below.

bitcoin:

1N81wJJL4oPQk6XSeddY8VDNKxysPoDvb7?amount=0.
21&r=https://seller1.com/pay.php?h%3D2a8628fc2faa

In some bitcoin payment, there are many options such
as

bitcoin: 1N81wJJL4oPQk6XSeddY8VDNKxysPoDvb7\
?amount=0.20\
&label=Example+Seller1\
&message=Order+Book+Pens+%26+Pencil

5. Payment Protocol
&r=https://seller1.com/pay.php?h%1234a567
Evidence shows that research has been done on
payment protocol in BIP70 till BIP75. In a regular bitcoin
transaction over the web, buyers will add their shopping
item to a list and check out. Upon checking out, the

Thus, the QR code to be scanned will be very dense and
may be difficult to scan, leading to customer frustration, as
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shown in Table 5. A more straightforward payment option
should be
bitcoin: ?r=https://seller1.com/pay.php?h%1234a567
For compatibility reasons, merchant should provide all
available options for their customer to secure the payment.

witness, and features to support payment protocol over the
Internet. Most of these requirements are inter-related to the
bitcoin address. We hope that readers can gain an easy stepby-step understanding of these issues.
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